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Indicate the form and the function of the underlined words or phrases of the following 

sentences 

 

 
Form 1. Noun phrase 2. Verb phrase 3. Adjective phrase  

4. Adverb phrase 5. Prepositional phrase 

 
Functions 1. Subject 2. Verb 3. Object 4. Complement 5. Adverbial  

 

 
Example:   

 Last month I spent too much money. 

Last month: form is a noun phrase; function is an adverbial 

 

 We ordered tickets for the concert. 

1. tickets: form is _____________________; function is ____________________________ 

 

 John doesn't like his wife's political opinions. 

2. doesn't like: form is _____________________; function is ________________________ 

 

 Did your parrot learn any new words? 

3. any new words: form is ____________________; function is ______________________ 

 

 My cat walks around the house at night. He often makes a lot of noise.  

4. around the house: form is ____________________; function is ____________________ 

5. at night: form is ______________________; function is __________________________ 

 

 Why did you put the keys in the refrigerator? 

6. in the refrigerator: form is ___________________; function is _____________________ 

 

 Green is a very relaxing color. Do you like it? 

7. a very relaxing color: form is ___________________; function is___________________ 
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 I need to finish the project before the end of the month. 

8. before the end of the month: form is __________________; function is ______________ 

 

 The baseball hit the man on the head. 

9. on the head: form is __________________; function is ___________________________ 

 

 Gayle has 500 songs on her iPod. 

10. 500 songs on her iPod: form is __________________; function is __________________ 

 

 The weather was terrible, so we watched movies on television all weekend.  

11. terrible: form is _____________________; function is ___________________________ 

movies on television: form is ___________________; function is _____________________  

 

 As always, he came late. 

     12. As always: form is _____________________; function is _________________________ 

 


